
ACT STUDY SCHEDULE FOR HOMEBOUND STUDENTS 
 

Welcome to The Olive Book!  We want you to make the most of your time at home.  We 
don’t want you to burn out; we want you to stay fresh.  You can do this by thoughtfully and 
consciously setting time aside to prepare and by following this practice schedule.   
 
The far-right column, labeled “Practice,” contains the practice you’re to complete.  We 
recommend completing one part per week to complete the course by end of the school 
year (or the June ACT!). Depending on when you start practicing, you might need to 
complete two or three parts in one week.  The parts that are best combined with others are 
marked with an *. 
 

PART  SECTION  PRACTICE 

1  Math  7 Math quizzes (1 Math quiz = 10 math 
questions) 

2  Math  7 Math quizzes 

3  Math  7 Math quizzes 

4*  English  3 English passages  - Review English Tips 

5*  Reading  5 Reading passages  - Review Reading Tips 

6  Essay & Reading  Familiarize yourself with the essay task & 
write at least one practice essay - Review 
Essay Tips and Reading Practice Test 

7  Science  6 Science passages  - Review Science Tips 

8  Science/Math  3 Science passages, 5 Math quizzes  - 
Review Math Tips 

9*  Math  Math practice test 

10  Putting it all together!  Complete full ACT Practice test & 
review/adjust your strategies  

11*  Determine areas of 
strength and weakness  

Review what you missed on past quizzes 
and retake some as needed 
 
Review Tips & Strategies for each section. 
Create a plan for the test.  

12  Continue to hone areas of 
weakness 

Review according to this post.  
 
Take the test! 

 
Consider printing the section-specific study guides in the Test Tips & Strategies section of 
the course in order to note the content or question types with which you struggle. Even 
more tips and strategies are available on The Olive Book blog.  
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